We here consider an exciton i embedded in a sea of N identical excitons 0. If the excitons are bosonized, a bosonic enhancement factor, proportional to N , is found for i = 0. If the exciton composite nature is kept, this enhancement not only exists for i = 0, but also for any exciton having a center of mass momentum equal to the sea exciton momentum. This physically comes from the fact that an exciton with such a momentum can be transformed into a sea exciton by "Pauli scattering", i.
Introduction
We are presently developing a new many-body theory [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] able to handle interactions between composite bosons -like the semiconductor excitons. The development of such a theory is in fact highly desirable, because, in the low density limit, electron-hole pairs are known to form bound excitons, so that, in this limit, to manipulate excitons is surely a better idea than to manipulate free carriers. However, the interaction between excitons is not an easy concept due to carrier indistinguishability: Indeed, the excitons, being made of two charged particles, of course interact through Coulomb interactions. However, this Coulomb interaction can be (V ee ′ + V hh ′ −V eh ′ −V e ′ h ) or (V ee ′ + V hh ′ −V eh −V e ′ h ′ ) depending if we see the excitons as (e, h) and (e ′ , h ′ ), or (e, h ′ ) and (e ′ , h). In addition, excitons interact in a far more subtle manner through Pauli exclusion between their indistinguishable components, in the absence of any Coulomb process. This "Pauli interaction" is actually the novel and interesting part of our new many-body theory for composite bosons. It basically comes from the departure from boson statistics, all previous theories, designed for true bosons or true fermions, having the corresponding commutation rules set up in the first line [8] . In our theory, the fact that the excitons are not exact bosons appears through "Pauli scatterings" λ mnij between the "in" excitons (i, j) and the "out" excitons (m, n). Their link to boson departure is obvious from their definition. Indeed, these Pauli scatterings appear through [2, 3] [B m ,
i being the i exciton creation operator. It precisely reads in terms of the exciton wave function φ i (r e , r h ) = r e , r h |B † i |v as λ mnij = 1 2 dr e dr e ′ dr h dr h ′ φ * m (r e , r h ) φ * n (r e ′ , r h ′ ) φ i (r e , r h ′ ) φ j (r e ′ , r h ) + (m ↔ n) .
The above expression makes clear the fact that λ mnij just corresponds to a carrier exchange between two excitons (see fig. 1a ) without any Coulomb process, so that λ mnij is actually a dimensionless "scattering". It is possible to show that for bound states, λ mnij is of the order of V X /V, with V X being the exciton volume and V the sample volume [6] .
All physical quantities involving excitons can be written as matrix elements of an Hamiltonian dependent operator f (H) between N-exciton states, with usually most of them in the ground state 0. These matrix elements formally read
They can be calculated by "pushing" f (H) to the right in order to end with f (H)|v , which is just f (0)|v if the vacuum is taken as the energy origin. This push is done through a set of commutations. In the simplest case, f (H) = H, we have
which just results from [2, 3] [H,
We then push V † i to the right according to
to end with V † i |v which is just 0 due to eq. (6) applied to |v . Equations (6, 7) , along with eqs. (1, 2) , form the four key equations of our many-body theory for interacting composite excitons. ξ dir mnij is the second scattering of this theory. It transforms the (i, j) excitons into (m, n) states, due to Coulomb processes between them, as obvious from its explicit expression:
dr e dr e ′ dr h dr h ′ φ * m (r e , r h ) φ * n (r e ′ , r h ′ )
) φ i (r e , r h ) φ j (r e ′ , r h ′ ) + (m ↔ n) .
which follows from eq. (5). In pushing 1/(a − H) to the right, we generate Coulomb terms through the V † i part of eq. (9) . Due to dimensional arguments, these terms ultimately read as an expansion in ξ dir mnij over an energy denominator which can be either a detuning or just a difference between exciton energies, depending on the problem at hand.
Equations (10,11) result from the integral representation of the exponential, namely
valid for t and η positive, combined with eq. (9) . Again additional Coulomb terms appear in passing e −iHt over B † i . By comparing eqs. (5,9,10), we see that, when we pass f (H) over B † i , we essentially replace it by f (H + E i ), as if the i exciton was not interacting with the other excitons, within a Coulomb term which takes care of these interactions, f (H + E i ) being in some sense the zero order contribution of f (H).
Once we have pushed all the H's up to |v and generated very many Coulomb scatterings ξ dir mnij , we end with scalar products of N-exciton states which look like eq. (4) with f (H) = 1. Then, we start to push the B's to the right according to eqs. (1, 2) , to end with B|v which is just zero. This set of pushes now makes appearing the Pauli scatterings λ mnij .
In the case of N = 2, eqs. (1,2) readily give the scalar product of two-exciton states as [2] v|B m B n B † i B † j |v = δ mi δ nj + δ mj δ ni − 2λ mnij .
For large N, the calculation of similar scalar products is actually very tricky. We expect them to depend on N and to contain many λ mnij 's.
The N dependence of these scalar products is in fact crucial because physical quantities must ultimately depend on η = NV X /V, with V X /V coming either from Pauli scatterings or from Coulomb scatterings -with possibly an additional factor N, if we look for something extensive. However, as the scalar products of N-exciton states are not physical quantities, they can very well contain superextensive terms in N p η n which ultimately disappear from the final expressions of the physical quantities. To handle these factors N properly -and their possible cancellations -is thus crucial.
In previous works [1, 5] , we have calculated the simplest of these scalar products of N-exciton states, namely v|B N 0 B †N 0 |v . We found it equal to N!, as for exact bosons, multiplied by a corrective factor F N which comes from the fact that excitons are composite bosons,
This F N factor is actually superextensive, since it behaves as e −N O(η) (see ref. [5] ). In large enough samples, Nη can be extremely large even for η small, which makes F N exponentially small. In physical quantities however, F N never appears alone, but through ratios like F N −p /F N which actually read as 1+O(η) for p ≪ N. This restores the expected η dependence of these physical quantities.
The present paper in fact deals with determining the interplay between the possible factors N and the various λ's which appear in scalar products of N-exciton states.
These Pauli scatterings λ being the original part of our many-body theory for interacting composite bosons, the understanding of this interplay is actually fundamental to master many-body effects between excitons at any order in η = NV X /V. This will in particular allow us to cleanly show the cancellation of superextensive terms which can possibly appear in the intermediate stages of the theory [7] .
This paper can appear as somewhat formal. It however constitutes one very important piece of this new many-body theory, because all physical effects between N interacting excitons ultimately end with calculating such scalar products. Problems involving two excitons only [7] are in fact rather simple to solve because they only need the scalar product of two-exciton states given in eq. (13). The real challenging difficulty which actually remains in order to handle many-body effects between N excitons at any order in η, is to produce the equivalent of eq. (13) for large N.
In usual many-body effects, Feynman diagrams [8] have been proved to be quite convenient to understand the physics of interacting fermions or bosons. We can expect the introduction of diagrams to be also quite convenient to understand the physics of interacting composite bosons. It is however clear that diagrams representing carrier exchange between N excitons have to be conceptually new: In them, must enter the Pauli scat-terings which take care of the departure from boson statistics. As the fermion or boson statistics is included in the first lines of the usual many-body theories, the Pauli scatterings do not have their equivalent in Feynman diagrams. Another important part of the present paper is thus to present these new "Pauli diagrams" and to derive some of their specific rules. As we will show, these Pauli diagrams are in fact rather tricky because they can look rather differently although they represent exactly the same quantity.
To understand why these different diagrams are indeed equivalent, is actually crucial to master these Pauli diagrams. This is the subject of the last section of this paper. It goes through the introduction of "exchange skeletons" which are the basic quantities for carrier exchanges between more than two excitons. Their appearance is physically reasonable because Pauli exclusion is N-body "at once", so that, when it plays a role, it in fact correlates all the carriers of the involved excitons through a unique process, even if this process can be decomposed into exchanges between two excitons only, as in the Pauli scatterings λ mnij .
From a technical point of view, it is of course possible to calculate the scalar products of N-exciton states, just through blind algebra based on eqs. (1, 2) , and to get the right answer. However, in order to understand the appearance of the extra factors N which go in front of the ones in Nλ ≃ NV X /V = η and which are crucial to ultimately withdraw superextensive terms from physical quantities, it is in fact convenient to introduce the concept of "excitons dressed by a sea of excitons", because these extra factors N are physically linked to the underlying bosonic character of the excitons which is enhanced by the presence of an exciton sea. We will show that these extra factors N are linked to the topology of the diagrammatic representation of these scalar products, which appears as "disconnected" when these extra N's exist. This is after all not very astonishing because disconnected Feynman diagrams are known to also generate superextensive terms.
Let us introduce the exciton i dressed by a sea of N excitons 0 as
The denominator v|B N 0 B †N 0 |v is a normalization factor which makes the operator in front of B † i appearing as an identity in the absence of Pauli interactions with the exciton sea. Indeed, we can check that the vacuum state, dressed in the same way as
is just |v , as expected because no interaction can exist with the vacuum. On the opposite, subtle Pauli interactions take place between the exciton sea and an additional exciton i.
As the dressed exciton i contains one more B † than the number of B's, it is essentially a one-pair state. It can be written either in terms of free electrons and holes, or better in terms of one-exciton states. Since these states are the one-pair eigenstates of the semiconductor Hamiltonian H, they obey the closure relation 1 = m B † m |v v|B m . So that |ψ
can be written as
This decomposition of |ψ 
So thatB N 0B †N 0 |v = N! |v , which shows that the normalization factor F N is just 1 for boson-excitons, while |ψ 
The factor N which appears in this equation is physically linked to the well known bosonic enhancemen [9] . 
its conjugate leading to
(We can note that eq. In order to grasp the bosonic enhancement for exact excitons, let us start with the "best case" for such an enhancement, namely an exciton 0 dressed by a sea of N excitons 0.
Exciton 0 dressed by N excitons 0
According to eq. (17), this dressed exciton can be writen as
in which we have set
This ζ N (m), which is just F N +1 /F N ≃ 1 + O(η) for m = 0, will appear to be a quite useful quantity in the following. To calculate it, we rewrite B m B †N +1 0 according to eq.
(23). Since D m0 |v = 0, which follows from eq.
(1) applied to |v , this readily gives the recursion relation between the ζ N (m)'s as
Its diagrammatic representation is shown in fig. 2a as well as its iteration ( fig. 2b ). Its solution is
with z (0) (m, 0) = δ m0 , while fig. 2b ). For p = 1, z (p) (m, 0) is just λ m000 , while for p = 2, it reads n λ mn00 λ 00n0 and so on . . . We thus conclude that one exciton 0 dressed by a sea of N excitons 0, exhibits the same enhancement factor (N + 1) as the one which appears for boson-excitons. This dressed exciton however has additional components on other exciton states which have a momentum equal to the 0 exciton momentum Q 0 .
The existence of such a bosonic enhancement for the exciton 0 can appear as somewhat normal because excitons are, after all, not so far from real bosons. We will now show that a similar enhancement, i. e., an additional prefactor N, also exists for excitons different from 0 but having a center of mass momentum equal to Q 0 . Before showing it from hard algebra, let us physically explain why this has to be expected: From the two possible ways to form two excitons out of two electron-hole pairs, we have shown that
0 can thus be written as a sum of an exciton m and an exciton n with Q m + Q n = Q i + Q 0 due to momentum conservation included in the Pauli scatterings λ mnij . This shows that, for an exciton i with
0 has a non-zero contribution on B †2 0 , so that this i = 0 exciton, in the presence of other excitons 0, is partly a 0 exciton. A bosonic enhancement has thus to exist for any exciton i with Q i = Q 0 .
Exciton i dressed by N excitons 0
Let us now consider an exciton with arbitrary i. We will show that there are essentially two kinds of such excitons, the ones with Q i = Q 0 and the ones with Q i = Q 0 : Since a Q i = Q 0 exciton can be transformed into an i = 0 exciton by carrier exchange with the exciton sea, it is clear that the excitons with Q i = Q 0 are in fact the only ones definitely different from 0 excitons; this is why they should be dressed differently. 
To calculate the matrix element appearing in a N (m, 
where
As shown in fig. 3b , 
The above matrix element can be calculated either with [
. From the first commutator -which is the one which allows to keep B † i -we get
By using the expansion of ζ N (m) given in eq. (28), this equation leads to write b N (m, i)
The diagrammatic representation of eq. (39) 
Determination of
From the fact that we just need to have
into a contribution which exists whatever the i exciton momentum is and a contribution which only exists when Q i is equal to the sea exciton momentum Q 0 . This gives
where α N (m, i) and β N (m, i) obey the two recursion relations fig. 5c . Note that we have used λ mn0i = λ mni0 in order to get rid of the factor 2 appearing in a N (m, i). Using eq.
(35) for a N (m, i), it is easy to check that the solution of eq. (43) reads
where Z (p) (m, i) obeys the recursion relation 
Using fig. 2b for ζ N (m), we easily obtain the diagrams for c N (m, i) shown in fig. 7 . When 
where α N (m, i) and β N (m, i) obey the recursion relations 
where (37). This leads tô
in which we have set fig. 4b and fig. 7 . This is actually normal because, as seen from eq. 
where α N (m, i) and β N (m, i) now obey
Let us start with β N (m, i). Its recursion relation is shown in fig. 11a , as well as its iteration ( fig. 11b) . (In it, we have used the two equivalent forms of this recursion relation given in fig. 11a ). If, in these diagrams, we now insert the diagrammatic representation This will help us to understand how these Pauli diagrams really work.
"Exchange skeletons"
All the Pauli diagrams we found in the preceding sections, are made of a certain number of exciton lines connected by Pauli scatterings between two excitons, put in various orders.
It is clear that the value of these diagrams can depend on the "in" and "out" exciton states, i. e., the indices which appear at the right and the left of these diagrams, but not on the intermediate exciton states over which sums are taken. Between these "in" and "out" excitons, a lot of carrier exchanges take place through the various Pauli scatterings represented by crosses in the Pauli diagrams. It is actually reasonable to think that these Pauli diagrams have to ultimately read in terms of "exchange skeletons" between the "in" and "out" excitons of these diagrams. For N = 2, 3, 4,. . . excitons, these "exchange skeletons" should appear as
(r e 3 , r h 3 )
(r e 4 , r h 4 )φ i 1 (r e 1 , r h 2 )φ i 2 (r e 3 , r h 1 )φ i 3 (r e 2 , r h 4 )φ i 4 (r e 4 , r h 3 ), (61) and so on. . . These definitions are actually transparent once we look at the diagrammatic representations of these exchange skeletons shown in fig. 13 .
There are in fact various equivalent ways to represent these exchange skeletons, as can be seen from fig. 14 in the case of three excitons. These equivalent representations simply say that the i 1 exciton has the same electron as the m 1 exciton and the same hole as the m 2 exciton, so that i 1 and m 1 must be connected by an electron line while i 1 and m 2 must be connected by a hole line.
All possible carrier exchanges between N excitons can be expressed in terms of these exchange skeletons.
• In the case of two excitons, the Pauli scattering which appears in the Pauli diagrams, fig. 1a ). In our many-body theory for interacting composite bosons, this λ mnij appears as composed of processes in which the indices m and n are exchanged. This is actually equivalent to say that the excitons exchange their electrons instead of their holes (see fig. 1b ). We can also note that, when the two indices on one side are equal, like in λ mn00 , to exchange an electron or to exchange a hole is just the same (see figs. 1d and 1e).
• For three excitons, we could think of a carrier exchange between the (i, j, k) and respectively replaced by (m, n, p, i), while φ i 2 (r e 3 , r h 1 )φ i 3 (r e 2 , r h 3 ) is replaced by φ j (r e 2 , r h 3 )φ k (r e 3 , r h 1 ). This carrier exchange, shown in fig. 15 , indeed reads as an exchange skeleton, being simply L (3) (m, n, p; i, k, j).
And so on, for any other carrier exchange we could think of.
Let us now consider the various diagrams we have found in calculating A N (m, i) and understand why they are indeed equivalent, in the light of these exchange skeletons.
Pauli diagrams with one exciton only different from 0
We first take the simplest of these Pauli diagrams, namely the zigzag diagram z . 16 ). This is easy to show, just by "sliding" the carrier exchanges, as explicitly shown in the case of three excitons (see fig. 17 ). In this figure, we have also used the fact that the Pauli scatterings reduce to one diagram when the two indices on one side are equal (see figs. 1d and 1e ). This possibility to "slide" the carrier exchange, mathematically comes from the fact that q φ * q (r e , r h )φ q (r e ′ , r h ′ ) is nothing but δ(r e − r e ′ )δ(r h − r h ′ ).
Pauli diagrams with one exciton on each side different from 0
There are essentially two kinds of such diagrams: Either the two excitons (m, i) different from 0 have no common carrier, or they have one. Let us start with this second case.
m and i have one common carrier
Two different exchange skeletons exist in this case, depending if the common carrier is an electron or a hole. They are shown in figs. 18a and 18b. By "sliding" the carrier exchanges as done in fig. 18c , it is easy to identify the set of Pauli diagrams which correspond to the sum of these two exchange skeletons (see fig. 18d ). This in particular shows the identity of the Pauli diagrams of fig. 18e which enter the two diagrammatic representations of a N (m, i) shown in figs. 3b and 3c.
m and i do not have a common carrier
In this case, the number of different exchange skeletons depends on the number of 0 excitons involved.
• For two 0 excitons, there is one exchange skeleton only (see fig. 19 ). By "sliding" the carrier exchanges, we get the two equivalent Pauli diagrams shown in fig. 19 . They can actually be deduced from one another just by symmetry up/down, which results from λ mnij = λ nmji .
• For three 0 excitons, there are two possible exchange skeletons which are actually related by electron-hole exchange (see figs. 20a and 20b) . By sliding the carrier exchanges, we get the two diagrams of fig. 20c , so that, by combining these two exchange skeletons, we find the two Pauli diagrams of fig. 20d .
• In the same way, for four 0 excitons, there are three possible exchange skeletons, two of them being related by electron-hole exchange (see figs. 21a,21b,21c) . By sliding the carrier exchanges, it is again possible to find the Pauli diagrams corresponding to these exchange skeletons as shown in fig. 21 . fig. 1d or by fig. 1e , the choice between these two equivalent representations being driven by avoiding the crossings of electron and hole lines.
Equivalent representations of the diagrams appearing in
This leads to the two diagrams of figs. 23b and 23c: They just correspond to exchange the role played by the electrons and the holes.
We now consider one of these two diagrams, namely the one of fig. 23b . Let us call 0, 0 ′ , 0 ′′ and 0 ′′′ the four identical 0 excitons on the right, in order to recognize them more easily when we will redraw this diagram. To help visualizing this redrawing, we have also given names to the various carriers. It is then straightforward to check that the diagram of fig. 23b corresponds to the samecarrier exchanges as the ones of fig. 23d . Since the diagram of fig. 23c is the same as the one of fig. 23b , with the electrons replaced by holes, we conclude that twice the ugly diagram of fig. 23a is indeed equal to the two missing zigzag diagrams of α N (m, i) reproduced in the top of this figure.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have essentially calculated the scalar product of (N + 1)-exciton states with N of them in the same state 0. This scalar product is far from trivial due to manybody effects induced by "Pauli scatterings" which originate from the composite nature of excitons. As a result, these scalar products appear as expansions in η = NV X /V, where V X and V are the exciton and sample volumes, with possibly some additional factors N.
In order to understand the physical origin of these additional N's -which will ultimately differentiate superextensive from regular terms -we have introduced the concept of exciton dressed by a sea of excitons, , which originate from possible carrier exchanges between the i exciton and the sea. We moreover find that a bosonic enhancement, which gives rise to an extra factor N, -reasonable for the exciton i = 0, since after all, excitons are not so far from bosons -also exists when the i exciton can be transformed by carrier exchanges into a sea exciton. This happens for any exciton i having the same center of mass momentum as the sea exciton.
In order to understand the carrier exchanges between N excitons, which make the scalar products of N-exciton states so tricky, we have introduced "Pauli diagrams". They read in terms of Pauli scatterings between two excitons. With them, we have shown how to generate a diagrammatic representation of the scalar products of (N + 1)-exciton states with N of them in the same state 0, at any order in Pauli interaction. This diagrammatic representation is actually not unique. Although the one we first give, is nicely simple to memorize, more complicated ones, obtained from other procedures to calculate the same scalar product, are equally good in the sense that they lead to the same correct result.
In order to understand the equivalence between these various Pauli diagrams, we have introduced "exchange skeletons" which correspond to carrier exchanges between more than two excitons. Their appearance in the scalar products of N-exciton states is actually quite reasonable because, even if we can calculate these scalar products in terms of Pauli scatterings between two excitons only, Pauli exclusion is originally N-body "at once":
When a new exciton is added, its carriers must be in states different from the ones of all the previous excitons. The Pauli scatterings between two excitons generated by our many-body theory for interacting composite bosons, are actually quite convenient to calculate many-body effects between excitons at any order in the interactions. It is however reasonable to find that a set of such Pauli scatterings, which in fact correspond to carrier exchanges between more than two excitons, finally read in terms of these "exchange skeletons".
The present work is restricted to scalar products of N-exciton states in which all of them, except one, are in the same 0 state. In physical effects involving N excitons, of course enter more complicated scalar products. Such scalar products will be presented in a forthcoming publication. The detailed study presented here, is however all the more useful, because it allows to identify the main characteristics of these scalar products, which are actually present in more complicated situations: As an example, in the case of two dressed excitons (i, j), a bosonic enhancement is found not only for Q i or Q j equal to Q 0 , but also for Q i + Q j = 2Q 0 , because these (i, j) excitons can transform themselves The two diagrams shown in (b) simply result from λ jk0i = λ jki0 .
